
Confessions ofafan

The closets of

celebrities seem to be

overflowing these days
Many are coming out
of them with alarming
regularity leaving fans
just a tad concerned
LATIN singer and sex symbol Ricky

Martin he of the washboard abs and
endearing smile announced a few

months ago that he was gay With that one
announcement he broke the hearts of his
female fans and confirmed what his large
number of gay fans and others have long
suspected
While his women fans will rationalise their

way out he wasn t attainable anyway and he
remains great eye candy and his gay fans
rejoice where does that leave people who are
male and heterosexual like me Does his
being gay affect our appreciation of the man
and our love for his music
It shouldn t and I am happy to say that it

doesn t But still I belong to arguably a good
proportion of fans who would rather not
know about celebrities sexual orientation
We don t expect celebrities to announce that
they are gay in the same way we don t expect
them to come out and say they re heterosexu
al
However for earlier generations of fans it

was a matter of course that gay and lesbian
celebrities kept their sexual orientation to
themselves or risk losing their careers as fans
would turn against them just for what they
are

When heartthrob Rock Hudson announced
that he had AIDS in July 1985 the news was
greeted with a backlash from fans who felt
cheated by his macho image Even his Dynasty
co star Linda Evans was angry that Hudson
went ahead with kissing scenes with her
despite knowing about his illness There was
a real concern then that Evans was at risk
from HIV because of the kissing
Hudson had kept his homosexuality secret

throughout his career despite being in a long

relationship with his lover Marc Christian Up
till his confession fans were led to believe
that he was suffering from cancer I believe it
was Hudson s quick death three months after
his revelation that saved him from further
reprobation from fans
Fans are much more tolerant these days

and most are unlikely to abandon ship if their
idols are not heterosexual But as a conse
quence there is now almost nowhere to hide
as more celebrities go public with their sexual
orientation not only are they gay or lesbian
some are also bisexual with no great harm to
their careers
Comedian Ellen DeGeneres revealed she

was a lesbian in 1997 on her sitcom en as
well as in real life
Despite some initial adverse reaction such

as the withdrawal of sponsors from her show
DeGeneres has since bounced back stronger
than ever with her own talk show and a year
as an American Idoljudge She is even married
to her actress girlfriend Portia de Rossi an
Ally McBeal alum
Leading lady Angelina Jolie has indicated in

media interviews since 2000 that she is bisex
ual Gossip columnists often speculate that if
she leaves Brad Pitt it could well be for a
woman and any woman she is close to is
suspect However it can be said that being
bisexual has donejolie s career no harm at all
as she is the dreamboat for most of her male
and female fans
Singer Eitonjohn one of the best selling

artistes of all time spoke about being gay in
1988 but experienced little fallout in terms of
sales of his musical output
British thespian lan McKellen came out of

the closet in 1988 and has said that he has
been shunned by some because of it
However career wise he has moved from
one peak to another playing two of cinema s
most iconic characters as the wizard
Gandalfin the Lord Of The Rings trilogy and as
the powerful mutant Magneto in the X Men
series
The list goes on T R Knight from medical

drama Grey s Anatomy Neil Patrick Harris
from sitcom How Met Your Mother X Men
and X2 director Bryan Singer talk show
host Rosie O Donnell Meredith Baxter from
the 1980s sitcom Family Ties are all openly
homosexual So are George Michael k d

lang Rupert Everett Stephen Fry and Clay
Aiken
The question that many people often ask is

Can gay and lesbian actors be convincing in
their portrayals as straight romantic or action
leads
It s an irrelevant question as we don t
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suspend our disbeliefwhen actors play the
role of aliens or wizards and witches Do we
If so how difficult can it be to imagine a
homosexual as a straight lead Or a straight
actor as a homosexual lead
The comfort level in Hollywood with the

issue is so high these days that it was confi
dent enough to bankroll a movie like the
2005 Brokeback Mountain a story about the
complicated love between two men played by
Jake Gyllenhaal and the late Heath Ledger It
became a box office winner earning almost
US 180mil RM577mil worldwide
In Asia homosexuality on screen is not

uncommon but fans are on the whole more
conservative when it comes to Asian celebri
ties When South Korean celebrity Kimji Hoo
came out of the closet in 2007 he was flamed
with hate mail over his being gay A year
later he killed himself leaving behind a
suicide note suggesting that this had weighed
heavily on his mind
The late Hong Kong singer actor Leslie

Cheung was probably the only top male star
in the territory and possibly the region to
have gained acceptance in the media for his
relationship with another man after he shared
with fans at one of his concerts in 1997 about
his lover Daffy Tong

Asian fans have in general adopted a varia
tion of the American military s Don t Ask
Don t Tell policy towards homosexuals
where Asian celebrities are expected to be
asked but not to tell and for good reason I
believe
In an Asian society such as ours where

sexual openness in real life is a generation or
two behind the West it can be difficult for
our students and young ones to experience
such a great divide between the sexual open
ness on screen and of Hollywood celebrities
and the more conservative values espoused in
our society where sodomy is illegal and
punishable
Our young have shown a tendency to

imitate their idols and it is not too far fetched
a thought that they may associate being gay
with being cool without knowing what it
means and that s not quite a fair nor desira
ble outcome
So that s why crowded as the closet may

be it is preferred by some of us that celebri
ties don t come out of it

In this column writer HAU BOON LAI ponders
the lives loves and liberties of celebrities and
casts an Asian eye on why stars do the things
they do
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